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circulation. Instead of making the problems of the Italian
revolution the basis for their own ideology, they tried to
build a revolution on a ready-made and ill-digested ideology,
and this accounts for their complete failure. The Soviets
of which the bolsheviks spoke actually existed, and had
come into being quite independently of them, dating back
to the cherished tradition of 1905 and expressing the pro-
foundly democratic tendencies of village and factory whose
roots grew deep in the past. The Soviet Executive Com-
mittee was formed in Petrograd at the same time as the
Provisional Committee of the State Duma : February 27,
1917. The bolsheviks were reckoning as late as July on a
c peaceful development—preferably—of the revolution * ;
they went through the phase of dual power, shared and
disputed between Soviets and provisional government, and
fought the mensheviks and social-revolutionaries to win a
majority inside the Soviets. Even after the slogan c All
power to the Soviets' had been issued, they continued to
demand that the constituent assembly, which they dissolved
a few months after the October victory, be summoned.
Every one of these decisions, with its corresponding code of
action, grew out of the living drama of the revolution, on
which its entire significance depends.
In 1919 the Italian working class had neither programme
norleaders. The 1917 programme, adopted by the socialists,
had no revolutionary fervour, while what fervour existed
was dissipated in borrowed slogans: on the one side a disem-
bodied soul, on the other a soulless body. Meanwhile the
masses continued to dream ; c for some weeks ', says Mario
Missiroli, c the people became children again and went back
to the pure springs of faith'. They only asked to be led
somewhere, so long as it was forward, towards a new world,
for which their feverish longing was stimulated by the still
unhealed wounds of war, but their faith found no interpreter.
Against the constituent assembly myth was set the soviet
myth, without either becoming a reality. The clash was an
imaginary one, between shadows which overcast the political
horizon and obscured, on right and left, all paths to power.
Meanwhile Italy's economic situation was getting worse.
Between MarcE" 7 and December" "22, 1919, eleven classes—

